Welcome! We cover COVID to Climate, as well as Energy to Elections.

Here is the link for this issue, so please share it on social media.

Bookmark or make Favorite: 2022 Archives, 2021 Archives & 2020 Archives.

Particularly note the asterisked items below…
— This Newsletter's Articles, by Topic —

If You Only Have Time to Read a Few Select Articles:

*** The Corruption of Medicine
*** State Power Doesn’t Settle Science
*** CDC Completely Reverses Course. IT’S OVER!
*** Why did Biden and Fauci take Paxlovid?
*** Appeals Court rules NC Business can sue Dept of Health over COVID shutdown
*** ISO New England: Reserve margin may need to rise to 300% by 2040 as more renewables added to grid
*** Chasing Utopian Energy: How I Wasted 20 Years of My Life
*** The next alarmist goal: Stifling debate on costs of green energy
*** Scientific Misconduct: Fish and Foul
*** Democrats rely on dishonest messaging to sell Manchin-Schumer bill
*** Part 1 – Election Fraud – A Solutions Series
*** Why Should American Taxpayers Fund Anti-American Foundations?
*** Trump's Virtues - Tom Klingenstein

COVID-19 — Repeated Important Information:
My webpage (C19Science.info) with dozens of Science-based COVID-19 reports
*** World Council of Health: Early COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
*** COVID-19: What You Need To Know (Physicians for Informed Consent)
*** If you have received a COVID-19 injection, here’s how to Detox
*** Place Your US Order for Free At-Home COVID-19 Tests

COVID-19 — Nigella Sativa (Black Cumin) Therapy:
*** What Is Nigella Sativa? Forms, Nutrients, and Health Effects
*** Nigella Sativa for COVID-19: 4 studies conclude that it has an 83% effectiveness
*** Sample Study: A Promising Natural Compound with Potential Benefits for COVID-19 Prevention and Cure

COVID-19 — Other Therapies:
*** Why did Biden and Fauci take Paxlovid?
The Miracle Not-Heard Around the World: The Success of Ivermectin in India - Part 3
Is Pfizer's Paxlovid Being Over-Prescribed?
T-cells more important in the fight against the COVID-19 virus than initially thought
COVID-19 — Injections:
*** World Council For Health Calls for Immediate Recall of All COVID-19 Vaccines
*** What Would It Look Like if the Vaccine Skeptics are correct?
*** CDC (quietly) removes a massive claim on vaccine safety
UK Covid Vaccination: Jonestown on a National Scale
UK Medicine Regulator Confirms COVID-19 Vaccines are 7,402% Deadlier than all other Vaccines Combined
Neurologist Blames Vaccine for Upsurge in Young Patients with Neurological Problems and 'Unexplained Deaths'
COVID Vaccine Test Animals Were Destroyed Shortly After Vaccination

COVID-19 — Injection Mandates:
*** First-of-Its-Kind Victory in COVID Shot Mandate Suit: Workers Awarded Millions After Having Religious Exemptions Denied
*** The Vaccine Mandate Puts National Security at Risk
Rand Paul Humiliates Fauci’s Lawyer over COVID-19 Rules

COVID-19 — Masks:
*** Masks Still Don't Work
*** New “systematic review” claims masks work. No way.
Court Filing Against the CDC re COVID Masks

COVID-19 — Children:
Dr. Malone: “Before You Inject Your Child…”
0.05% compliance: Israelis wholly reject Pfizer's baby and toddler mRNA shots campaign
Biden Regime Frustrated as Parents Refuse to Sacrifice Their Children to COVID Vaccine Industry

COVID-19 — Data:
*** Nearly 1 in 6 “fully vaccinated” for covid American adults now suffers from serious health problems
*** New study finds COVID-19 vaccines did not reduce mortality in the U.S.
Study: Duration of Shedding of Culturable Virus in SARS-CoV-2 Omicron (BA.1) Infection
Fourteen young Canadian physicians die after getting a COVID shot
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COVID-19 — Misc:
*** CDC Completely Reverses Course. IT’S OVER!
*** The Corruption of Medicine
*** Appeals Court rules NC Business can sue Dept of Health over COVID shutdown
*** A Spiritual Aspect To COVID That Many Miss
*** The CDC’S 4 Step Scheme that Destroyed Medical Credibility
*** Robert F. Kennedy Jr Exposes Big Pharma’s COVID Plot To Destroy Us
Victor Davis Hanson Talking with Dr. Steven Quay about COVID-19 Virus
The Medical Establishment is not your friends

Monkeypox — Misc:
Physician: monkeypox outbreak connected to mRNA vaccines?
Americans Lost Fundamental Freedoms During Covid — But Halting Gay Orgies To Stop Monkeypox Is Too Far?
WHO: Monkeypox Outbreak Is “Among Men Who Have Sex with Men”
Unpleasant truths about the Moneypox vaccine

Greed Energy Economics:
*** The next alarmist goal: Stifling debate on costs of green energy
*** Wrecking a Nation One Electricity Bill at a Time
Hawaii Electricity Prices To Skyrocket As Final Shipment Of Coal Arrives

Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:
*** ISO New England: Reserve margin may need to rise to 300% by 2040 as more renewables added to grid
Grid-Scale Battery Systems in New England to Counteract Shortfall of One-Day Wind/Solar Lull

Renewables (General):
*** Chasing Utopian Energy: How I Wasted 20 Years of My Life
Carbon Capture Pipelines = Environmental Idiocracy!
Renewable Energy Is the Corporatist Rat Hole Where Your Taxes Go!

Wind Energy — Offshore:
*** Dominion Energy mulls appeal performance standard for $9.8B offshore wind project as “untenable”
California sets the largest offshore wind goal of any state in the US
Town to Receive $16 Million for Potential Impacts of Offshore Wind Project
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Threat to endangered whales gets LOUDER
In 6-1 decision, Ohio Supreme Court approves Icebreaker wind project in Lake Erie

Wind Energy — Other:
*** Why wind turbines are not as green as you think
*** Wind Turbine Accidents (three pages, just in 2022!)
Wind Needs More Than the Inflation Reduction Act
Ex-Cabinet minister says Britain should end focus on ‘medieval’ wind power

Solar Energy:
*** Subsidies, Subsidies and More Subsidies for Solar Scams
*** The Numbers Don’t Add Up for NYS 500MW Solar Project
NYS Denies Upstate NY Solar Project
Archive: The Energy Return of Solar PV – a response from Ferroni & Hopkirk

Nuclear Energy:
*** NYT: How Renewable Energy is Blowing Climate Change Efforts Off Course
X-energy, DOW to collaborate on SMR deployment

Fossil Fuel Energy:
*** Energy: Is reality starting to dawn?
Germany Hits Wall of Reality, Reconnects First Coal Power Plant to Energy Grid
Manchin secures $6.6B W.Va. natural gas pipeline in side deal with Schumer

Electric Vehicles (EVs):
*** Electric Vehicles: Not a Deal for You or the Environment
No electric vehicles on the market today qualify for the new EV tax credit
The EV transition in the eyes of the Beholden Part 3
Electric Vehicles in a Hurricane?
EV Drivers: Why You Might Not Be Pumped Over Privacy-Jolting Mileage Taxes
Park These EVs Outside, Don't Drive or Charge Them as They Could Catch Fire

Misc Energy:
*** When will the green madness end?
Europe's energy crisis: Controversy as Spain bans air conditioning from dropping below 27°C/81°F
Energy Leaders: Congressional Bill will do more harm than good
Methane Emissions Create Yet Another Green Grifting Opportunity
Bill to Speed Energy Infrastructure Faces Resistance

Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:
*** The Big Green Lie Almost Everyone Claims to Believe
*** Scientific Misconduct: Fish and Foul
*** Report: A Short History of Climate Alarm!
*** Lists of Failed Climate Predictions
*** NOAA is Cooking the Books on Climate Temp
Mainstream media must be held accountable for its promotion of lunatic climate alarmists
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef Defies Climate Doomsayers with Record Coral Comeback
The climate change conspiracy theory is still nonsense
NPR's climate hustle
A Clear Case of Hot, Hotter … Hoodwinked

Manmade Global Warming — Misc:
*** Net Zero Is Not Just For Carbon Emissions -- Now It's Nitrogen
Highest coral cover in central, northern Great Barrier Reef in 36 years
China's Climate Cutoff Over Pelosi's Taiwan Visit is Convenient Given its Coal Surge
Happer & Lindzen: Science Demonstrates there is no Climate-related Financial Risk Caused by Fossil Fuels or CO2
LinkedIn Silences Climate Skeptics While Biden Pushes Expensive Green Schemes
Google pulls ads on meteorologist tracking climate for ‘unreliable and harmful claims’

US Election:
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
*** Vote-by-mail is the worst way to run an election
*** Part 1 – Election Fraud – A Solutions Series
The Latest Federal Takeover of Elections Violates Federal Law
David Brock’s “65 Project” Targeting Republican Lawyers An “Insidious Attack on Democracy”
15 Secretaries of State ask President Biden to rescind Executive Order inserting federal agencies into State voter registration process without prior congressional approval
Census errors will distort elections, funding for next decade
Democratic Operatives Control Voter Rolls in 31 States, Report Shows
US Election — Arizona Issues:
*** Maricopa County Election Day Incompetence
Watchdog Group Says Left-Wing Election Initiative Gathered Petition Signatures Illegally in Arizona
Challenge to Legality of Questionable Arizona Election Initiative
AZ County Election Debacle Shows Election Officials Have Much to Learn Before November

US Election — Other State Issues:
*** Citizen’s Guide to Building and Election Integrity Infrastructure
*** Most Americans Support Election Audits Immediately After Polling Day
*** Become a Poll Watcher in your State
*** Report: Final Frontier — Zuckbucks in Montana
ERIC Sharing Data with Zuckerberg-Funded NGO
Census Bureau Errors Distort Congressional Representation for the States
PA elections official blames spreadsheet for state’s mistake in certifying a county’s election results
Non-citizens voting in California: Judge says no, even in left-wing state

US Politics and Socialism:
*** Why Should American Taxpayers Fund Anti-American Foundations?
*** Dark Money Groups Are Funding the Left’s Court-Packing Agenda
*** Biden’s Dollar Plan a ‘Deeply Troubling Development’
Today’s FBI Partisans Tarnish Agency’s Already Damaged Image
Ambassador Ken Blackwell: Biden is Turning America ‘into a Police State’
Inflation Moderates in July with Drop in Energy Prices, But Look Closely Food Prices are About to Skyrocket

US Politics and Manchin:
*** Democrats rely on dishonest messaging to sell Manchin-Schumer bill
*** Big Wind and Big Solar Will Collect $113 Billion in Tax Credits This Decade, Manchin-Schumer Assures Billions More
*** What Does Senator Joe Manchin Believe He’s Getting?
Schumer-Manchin: A terror unleashed
The ‘Biggest Piece of Climate Legislation’ in History Is Destined to Be Forgotten
Stop The Manchin Green New Deal
US Politics and the J6 Committee:
*** FBI's Jan. 6 Failures Are Coming into Focus
Ex-WH Adviser: 'I Was in the Room' When Trump Requested National Guard for Jan. 6
Documentary Film: Bloody Hill > Jan 6th Revealed!

US Politics and Trump:
*** The Mar-a-Lago Raid: Is There A Bigger Picture?
*** Short Trump video: We are a Nation in Decline
*** Trump’s Virtues - Tom Klingenstein
I was wrong about Trump
Was the FBI Raid a Setup to Try to Keep President Trump Off the 2024 Ballot?
Here is the Trump Search Warrant

Other US Politics and Related:
*** CPAC 2022 Mark Robinson Speech
The Black Hole of environmental impact assessment
UN, World Economic Forum Behind Global ‘War On Farmers’: Experts
Is There a Republican Alternative to the Democrats’ New Health Reforms?

Religion Related:
*** Our Country, Apart From God
The US Government is Using Taxpayer Money to Promote Atheism
The Ideal of Catholic Masculinity

Education Related:
*** The Reopening of the American Mind
*** The Clinical Steps To Grooming Kids Match Exactly What They’re Being Taught In Schools
*** Online dangers are rampant for kids today: why parents must keep them cyber safe
*** Peer-Reviewed History is Dying of Wokeness
Universities embrace academia's woke insanity to crush free speech
How China Plays Us for Fools: CCP Subversion of Student Groups
The Flying Unicorn Lands in North Carolina
Where did the cash go? The Rye City School District won't say
Science and Misc Matters:

*** ‘Trust Us, We’re Experts’ has Returned to a World of Faith-Based Science
*** State Power Doesn’t Settle Science
*** Academic Expertise and the Principal-Agent Problem
*** Eight years of Dateline's Missing in America: 169 still missing

Most sophisticated commercial communications satellite ever reaches geostationary orbit, begins on-orbit testing

Ukraine — What You Can Do:

*** Pray for the safety of the Ukrainian people
*** A well-rated source to make a Ukraine donation

Please use social media, etc. to pass on this Newsletter to other open-minded citizens… If at any time you’d like to be added to (or taken off) the distribution of our popular, free, worldwide Media Balance Newsletter, simply send me an email saying that.

John Droz, jr.
physicist & citizen’s rights advocate
Revision 8/15/22

Note 1: We recommend reading the Newsletter on your computer, not your phone, as some documents (e.g. PDFs) are much easier to read on a large computer screen… We’ve tried to use common fonts, etc. to minimize display issues.

Note 2: For recent past Newsletter issues see 2020 Archives & 2021 Archives & 2022 Archives. To accommodate numerous requests received about prior articles over the twelve plus years of the Newsletter, we’ve put together since the beginning of the Newsletter — where you can search by year. For a detailed background about the Newsletter, please read this.

Note 3: See this extensive list of reasonable books on climate change. As a parallel effort, we have also put together a list of some good books related to industrial wind energy. Both topics are also extensively covered on my website: WiseEnergy.org.

Note 4: I am not an attorney or a physician, so no material appearing in any of the Newsletters (or any of my websites) should be construed as giving legal or medical advice. My recommendation has always been: consult a competent, licensed attorney when you are involved with legal issues, and consult a competent physician regarding medical matters.

Copyright © 2022; Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (see WiseEnergy.org).